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The Call for an 
Educational

Turn 

Through musicians we know 
that rests between notes are 
as essential for a composition 
as the notes themselves. Floor 
tilers teach us that for a back-
splash joints are as relevant as 
the tiles. Urban planners show 
us that for a functioning city 
life squares and plazas are as 
important as buildings. Simi-
larly, architects have to look at 
the spaces next to the building 
projects they are commission- 
ed for, at the blanks in the brief-
ings, at the layers beyond the 
built environment. All too often, 
architects solely focus on what 
Karl Popper would call World 1, 
the physical world ‘that is 
made of stones and of stars’.[1]  

There are two more worlds: 
World 2 is ‘the world of our feel-
ings of pain and of pleasure, of 

our thoughts, of our decisions, 
of our perceptions and our ob- 
servations’, while World 3 is 
‘the world of the products of 
the human mind such as lan-
guages; tales and stories and 
religious myths; scientific con-
jectures or theories, and math-
ematical constructions; songs 
and symphonies; paintings and 
sculptures. But also, aeroplanes 
and airports and other feats of 
engineering’.[2] The objects of 
World 3 are waiting to be dis-
covered by the human mind 
rather than being created by it.[3] 

All three worlds interact with 
each other. Obviously, the built 
environment as the product of 
all architecture activity, belongs 
to the physical world (World 1). 
However, it has a strong rela-
tionship with our perception of 

it (World 2) and ultimately de- 
rives from the ideas and theories 
of World 3. 
Architecture education should 
enable future architects to 
smoothly move in between the 
three worlds – the built world 
(as found or anticipated), the 
experienced world and the attri-
buted world. Instead of focus-
ing more and more on techni- 
cal and management skills, an 
architecture curriculum should 
be about inbetweenness, about 
movement and fluctuation, the 
ability to create alliances and 
diffusions between aspects of 
all three worlds.   
With this approach, architecture 
is a discipline that eases our 
understanding of the world(s) 
we live in. This new curriculum 
is a synthesis of Popper’s trinity.

The Call for an Educational Turn

in Architecture:
Aspects of a School of the Eye
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This School of the Eye starts 
with visual perception only to 
put the seen into question, to 
draw conclusions and integrate 
the seen into the architecture 
one designs. The School of the 
Eye is about the importance to 
behold and the ability to assess 
which decisions have which im- 
pact on the built space. The 
School of the Eye aims to foster 
a deep comprehension of the 
repercussions of buildings on 
our disposition and vice versa. 
The School of the Eye enables 
students to transfer uncon- 
scious experiences into con- 
scious experiences regarding 
(built) space. As we only see 
what we have learned to see, 
the School of the Eye encour-
ages to look at the surround-
ings in a different manner than 
with our day-to-day perception.

Architecture students should 
learn how to inquire different 
surroundings and ambiances, 
how to draw conclusions from 
these inquiries and how to  
convert them into architecture.
Knowing how to give buildings 
significance requires devel-
oping a mindset about the 
seen and to then connect the 
physical with the other two 
worlds. The School of the Eye is 
about seeing the built and the 
anticipated world as mutually 
dependent. 
Experiencing, manoeuvring be- 
tween the three worlds, getting 
an understanding of space and 
time, asking the right ques-
tions, seeing the knowledge of 
the built environment, all this 
adds up to an educational fun-
dament that passes on: “hey, 
you are studying ‘architecture’, 
not  ‘architect.’” The aim of every 
teacher should be an architec-
ture education that allows stu- 
dents to perceive themselves 
as the forthcoming generation 
of architects and not as an 
appendix or as the stooges of 
beaten tracks. An architecture 
education has to provide stu-
dents with the means to change 
the whole discipline – in prac- 
tice as well as in theory – even 
if none of the students ever will 
change the whole discipline by 
her- or himself. 
Studying architecture means 
also developing a feeling for the 
responsibility of shaping soci-
ety – in all its forms, from so- 
cial housing to villas, from public 
swimming pools to office tow-
ers, from designing a square 

in the middle of the city to  
village savings banks. This re- 
sponsibility of shaping society  
includes not only the built  
work, but also leadership within  
the own architectural practice  
and, last but not least, teaching  
architecture and research.   
Architectural thinking often 
starts with concepts of space 
as the means, the condition, 
and the result of architecture. 
Whether space exists and if so, 
whether with a distinct essence 
or just as a relation, is a discus-
sion nearly as old as occidental 
philosophy. Architects do not 
have to become philosophers, 
but before putting pen to pa- 
per, they have to be aware that 
space is not a given fact, but 
rather something to be care-
fully considered both a  physi-
cal and conceptual prerequisite 
of architectural production.[4]  

A School of the Eye, as outlined 
above, literatively needs and 
raises this awareness, as it 
examines the interactions be- 
tween Popper’s three worlds 
–  the spaces in which space 
emerges. Architecture educa-
tion in this respect solely has 
to initiate a process of under- 
standing of space, as once 
started, this process is ongo- 
ing also outside architecture 
classes.

The starting point 
of the curriculum 
is a School of the 
Eye. ←

The School of the 
Eye connects the 
immaterial with  
the material. ←
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The understanding of space is a starting point 
to analyse what kind of questions the built  
heritage poses – and what kind of questions 
contemporary architectural production asks. ←

Being alert in the �rst 
encounter with a 
potential client, being 
alert regarding 
working conditions 
within the own 
o�ice, being alert to 
social needs beyond 
what is written in 
the brief – all this is 
something that  
can be taught at uni-
versity. ←

For architecture students it is 
essential to know the differ-
ent ideological and analytical 
frames of reference differ- 
ent architects and architecture 
schools work with. That is, next 
to the questions posed by archi-
tecture there are the questions 
posed by architects. When ana-
lysing the latter, students can 
put their own education into 
perspective. Focusing on just a 
few historic and contemporary 
‘stars’ easily blinds students to 
the manifold questions archi-
tecture has to deal with. Only 
after taking a closer look at 
the questions architecture and 
architects ask, it is possible to 
think about the answers both 
need – and about the questions 
still missing.[5] This implies that 
there is knowledge incorporated 
within the built environment.[6] 

In retrospect this knowledge 
can be analysed. In foresight, i.e. 
when designing, the question 
is which kind of knowledge a 
building needs to be built and 
which kind of knowledge it 
needs to convey over time in or- 
der to be relevant for the people 
using and seeing it. Moving in 
between time – then, now, later 

–  is a quality to be mastered 
by an architect, as she or he in 
most cases has to analyse a  
culturally and historically grown 
surrounding, be aware of the 
needs of the now, and plan for 
an immediate and a more dis- 
tant future, as any design has 
to anticipate the date of con-
struction as well as the years 
the designed object is being 
used. Also, when specializing in 
architecture history or theory 
and not primarily designing 
and building, architects have 
to juggle with time and have 
to anticipate e.g. what kind of 
historic understanding of archi-
tecture is crucial for the gener-
ations to come.
To enhance and enable creativ- 
ity, architectural design should 
be taught detached from 
schemes of economic exploita-
tion. Nevertheless, students 
should also learn how finan- 
ces affect design. Cost control, 
if handled in a good way,  can 
be a source of creativity – as any 
boundary can be. Nevertheless, 
architecture students should  
be prepared that working con-
ditions in architecture offices 
can be rough and clients can 

be shady. On the other hand, 
bosses as well as clients can 
ruin a design. Architects should 
be ready to work in this contra-
dictory setting – and be able to 
change it. After graduating, they 
should have the ability to ana-
lyse power and money relations. 
Being aware of the financial 
and political backgrounds of a 
client can spare oneself a lot of 
trouble. Part of the toolbox every 
architect should be equipped 
with when leaving university is 
an alertness.
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Developing an instinct for 
these situations cannot. Power 
and money relations are but a 
smaller part of what can be 
called the social scale of ar- 
chitecture. This social scale 
reaches from the togetherness  
of a shared flat to the conundrum 
of a city, from the negotiations 
with a family to build a house 
to the policies of a binational 
bridge building project, from 
the people’s differing percep-
tions of historic and contempo- 
rary housing blocks to the 
decay of downtown Detroit and 
its inching rise. Working with 
different times – incorporating 
the old, being conscious of the 
now, projecting the future – is  
a quality inherent to architec-
ture. Working with different 
scales, from the technical de- 
tails of a hinge to an urban 
masterplan, is so, too. The scal-
ability of architecture thinking 
is also applicable to its social 
dimensions. Working within so- 
cial structures can be seen as 
a burden. It can be seen as a 
responsibility. But first and fore- 
most, it is an absolute condition 
precedent of every architec-
tural production. After studying 
architecture, students should 
not only be able to build, but 
to build with the social im- 
pact of all architectural activity 
in mind.[7] 

Architecture education needs  
to go both back to its historic 
roots as a universal discipline 
and go on ahead to the techni- 
cal, social, cultural, and political 
potentials of the now and push 
them further into something new. 
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